InGaAs Quantum Dots on Cross-Hatch Patterns as a Host for Diluted Magnetic Semiconductor Medium
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Storage density on magnetic medium is increasing at an exponential rate. The magnetic region that stores one bit of information is correspondingly decreasing in size and will ultimately reach quantum dimensions. Magnetic quantum dots (QDs) can be grown using semiconductor as a host and magnetic constituents added to give them magnetic properties. Our results show how molecular beam epitaxy and, particularly, lattice-mismatched heteroepitaxy can be used to form laterally aligned, high-density semiconducting host in a single growth run without any use of lithography or etching. Representative results of how semiconductor QD hosts arrange themselves on various stripes and cross-hatch patterns are reported.

1. Introduction

Quantum dots (QDs) are very small regions of homogeneous material with typical size smaller than 100 nm for semiconductors [1]. There are two main approaches to synthesize QDs: top down and bottom up [2]. The top-down approach starts with a bulk material and scales it down to small feature using lithography and etching. The bottom-up approach starts with atoms or molecules and scales them up by chemical means to the required size. The quantum dots of interests are diluted magnetic semiconductor (DMS) which, as its name suggests, is electrically semiconducting and magnetically active [3]. While their applications in memory technology have not yet been fully realized, it is expected that various forms of DMS structures can be used as magnetic storage dots or read heads in hard disk drives (HDDs). (For examples, see US Patents no. 7249518 sensors based on giant planar hall effect in dilute magnetic semiconductors, no. 5294287 class of magnetic materials for solid state devices, 6999279 perpendicular patterned magnetic media, no. 6947235 Patterned multilevel perpendicular magnetic recording media, and no. 6906879 magnetic recording system with patterned multilevel perpendicular magnetic recording.) The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the current magnetic media technologies. Section 3 explains how DMS will benefit hard disk-based storage. Section 4 describes how QD semiconducting hosts for DMS are formed using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), followed by the summary in Section 5.

2. Magnetic Media

A key characteristic of HDDs is storage capacity in gigabyte which is directly proportional to the areal density of the magnetic medium. The areal density in bits per square inch is a product of bits per inch along a recording track times the number of tracks per inch. Smaller magnetic bits will allow the increases in bits/inch and tracks/inch, resulting in increased areal density and storage capacity. One key goal in HDD research is to increase the areal density which has been increasing approximately at an exponential rate. The rapid increase is enabled by improvements in several technologies, mainly read-write heads and magnetic media.

Magnetic media generally contains Co, due to its high magneto-crystalline anisotropy and coercivity, and is alloyed with Cr and Pt. The magnetic media are in the form of thin film, typically less than 50 nm [4], deposited on a glass,
ceramic, or metal substrate by a vacuum deposition process or by sputtering. Information is stored in small magnetic grains (CoCrPt) segregated in an insulator (SiO$_2$). The grain size in current disk generation is kept between 10 and 50 nm and is a competition between fundamental limits and economic considerations: end users want high-capacity disks which drive down the grain size, but smaller grains are unstable as thermal energy can randomly revert magnetization direction and hence can corrupt the stored information. This superparamagnetic limit thus drives up the grain size and keeps it above 10 nm. Because of the randomness of the grain shapes and sizes, each bit written on the disk must cover about 100 grains to ensure reliable storage [5]. Our proposed approach provides a nonrandom semiconducting host (InAs QDs on cross-hatch pattern) that when diluted with a 3d transition element such as Mn can provide a magnetic medium that theoretically takes a single grain to store one bit. The semiconducting host is a prerequisite for diluted magnetic semiconducting media.

3. Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors

Diluted magnetic semiconductors are a class of material that exhibits both semiconducting and ferromagnetic properties and can thus provide a platform for data storage and processing in the same material. A DMS is traditionally defined as a diamagnetic semiconductor doped with a few to several atomic per cent of some transition metal with unpaired d electrons [6]. DMS materials can be realized by alloying a transition metal with III–V binary (GaMnAs, InMnAs, InMnSb, InFeAs, GaCrSb), ternary (GaInMnAs, GaAlMnSb, InMnAsSb, GaCrAsSb), and quaternary (GaInMnAsP, GaAl-InMnSb) compounds [7].

One of the most studied DMS systems is Ga$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$As with 0 < x < 8% grown using MBE. Despite significant effort, the maximum Curie temperature of bulk (Ga, Mn)As is still well below room temperature, $T_C$ < 190 K, yet theories predict that at x > 10% (Ga, Mn)As can exhibit room temperature ferromagnetism [8]. However, incorporation of Mn at such high concentration suffers from solid solubility limits and high vapor growth in MBE: Mn tends to agglomerate on the surface giving rise to elemental Mn clusters, as opposed to the desired random incorporation that results in carrier-mediated spin coupling. Migration-enhanced epitaxy may help but requires precise temperature control [8].

MBE is typically used to grow III–V compounds such as GaAs (the host for GaMnAs), InAs (host for InMnAs), and InGaAs (host for GaInMnAs); all are potential hosts for room-temperature DMS materials. Recently, it has been shown that GaMnAs nanodot arrays are a DMS with $T_C$ = 140 K [9]. The synthesis of such GaMnAs quantum dot arrays, however, requires top-down masking technique which creates structural defects and is thus inferior to self-assembled techniques that can grow defects-free QDs, particularly if the technique can grow self-assembled and self-aligned QDs.

4. Quantum Dots on Cross-Hatch Patterns

We demonstrated the use of lattice-mismatched InGaAs films grown on GaAs as templates for the growth of self-assembled and self-aligned QDs. By growing InAs QDs on a nonplanar surface, the nucleation positions of the QDs can be controlled. The use of InGaAs/GaAs stripes and cross-hatch patterns (CHPs) as templates for subsequent nucleation of QDs gives rise to laterally aligned QDs. The areal density of the QDs is dictated by the dislocation line densities. This section describes the results and explains the mechanisms related to the growths of QDs, CHPs, and QDs on CHPs, respectively.

4.1. Quantum Dots. When a material with atomic spacing $a_1$ is grown on a substrate with a different atomic spacing $a_0$, the growth mode will be principally determined by the degree of misfit $\varepsilon \equiv (a_1 - a_0)/a_0$. For thin films with low misfits, the epilayer will grow layer by layer in the Frank-van der Merwe (FM) mode, resulting in smooth films. The growing layer, however, has a different atomic spacing ($a_0$) from thermal equilibrium ($a_1$) and is thus under strain. The associated strain energy is contained in this growing layer. As growth continues and the thickness increases, the strain energy will also increase. When the strain energy is too high, the two-dimensional (2D) film is unstable and spontaneous formation of three-dimensional (3D) dots will occur, resulting in the reduction of the total energy of the system. The resulting dots are usually small and exhibit quantum behaviors, hence quantum dots. The growth of semiconductor QDs by this mechanism is a well-known phenomenon called Stranski-Krastanow (SK) growth mode [10] and has been observed in the growth of several semiconductor QD systems such as InAs on GaAs [11] or Ge on Si [12]. These QDs are defects-free and are electronically and optically active. Quantum effects which include delta function-like density of states and size-dependent electronic levels allow several physical properties to be tuned. Electronic devices that benefit from QDs as the active medium, or as part of the active layer, include single-electron transistors [13], flash memory [14], and lasers [15]. With transition element incorporation, the magnetic properties of these QDs can also be tuned.

The spontaneous formation of QDs via the SK growth mode is a statistical process; the positions of QDs are random, and an example is shown in the atomic force microscopic (AFM) image of InAs QDs on low-mismatched InGaAs in Figure 1. Though the size of the QDs is quite uniform, the positions are completely random. For QD hosts to be appropriate as a HDD medium, the QDs must not only have high density but they must also line up in accordance with data read-write scheme. For rotating media with information access by head gimbal assemblies (HGA), the QDs should line up radially. For stationary media with information access by multichannel read-write probe matrix, the QDs should line up orthogonally.

4.2. Cross-Hatch Patterns. Cross-hatch patterns are used as templates to influence the QDs to nucleate orthogonally.
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The spontaneous formation of QDs via the SK growth mode is a statistical process; the positions of QDs are random, and an example is shown in the atomic force microscopic (AFM) image of InAs QDs on low-mismatched InGaAs in Figure 1. Though the size of the QDs is quite uniform, the positions are completely random. For QD hosts to be appropriate as a HDD medium, the QDs must not only have high density but they must also line up in accordance with data read-write scheme. For rotating media with information access by head gimbal assemblies (HGA), the QDs should line up radially. For stationary media with information access by multichannel read-write probe matrix, the QDs should line up orthogonally.
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CHPs are formed by lattice-mismatched heteroepitaxy similar to the QDs above; the only difference is the degree of mismatch $\varepsilon$. To form a CHP instead of a QD, the misfit needs to be low. For a certain epilayer thickness there is a range of $\varepsilon$ that will result in a cross-hatch pattern.

Figure 2 illustrates the case of lattice-mismatched epitaxy of 50 nm In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As on flat (001)-GaAs substrates. Figure 2(a) shows the primordial stage or the onset of CHP formation at low In molar fraction of $x \approx 8\%$ or misfit of $\varepsilon \approx 0.573\%$. The surface is atomically flat; the height contrast in the figure is only 0.79 nm, less than twice the lattice parameters. The AFM image clearly shows atomic steps with dominant surface ripples running along the [110] crystallographic direction. Some ripples running orthogonally, along the [1-10] direction, can be seen to be merging. The ripples along the [1-10] direction merge and form long lines before those along the [110] direction do due to asymmetric adatoms mobilities in the two orthogonal directions which explains the generally observed asymmetric misfit dislocation (MD) line densities.

Figure 2(b) shows the complete CHP formation at In molar fraction of $x = 15\%$ or misfit of $\varepsilon = 1.075\%$. The surface morphology exhibits asymmetrical cross-hatch pattern with MD line density along [1-10] direction greater than [110] direction due to the different formation times as explained above. The heights of most hatches range between 0.5 and 2 nm with those along the [1-10] direction slightly taller.

There are two challenges in employing CHPs as templates for the growth of regularly arranged, high-density QDs. First, the [110] and [1-10] line densities need be symmetrical. In view of different adatom mobilities as a result of solid source-derived As$_x$, this asymmetry is fundamental and cannot be avoided. With the availability of a cracker valve or a higher cracking temperature source that yields the more reactive As$_2$ species, the degree of asymmetry is expected to decrease. Second, there is an upper limit to which $\varepsilon$ (or equivalently $x$) can be increased before the growth mode changes from 2D (FM) to 3D (SK). This also sets the upper limit to subsequent QD areal density.

4.3. Quantum Dots on Cross-Hatch Patterns. Growth of InAs QDs on InGaAs CHPs leads to spontaneous alignment of QDs along the cross-hatches. Main parameters used to control/optimize QDs alignment are growth interruption which affects the orderliness of QDs on the hatches [16], cross-hatch layer thickness, and composition which affect MD line density [17], growth rates, excess growth, and the use of spacer layer prior to QD growth [18]. The origin and evolution of InAs QD alignment on InGaAs CHPs, which apply to other material systems, are now well understood [19, 20]. This section captures the main results of our continued efforts towards aligning InAs QDs on InGaAs CHPs.

Figure 3 shows the AFM images of InAs QDs on 50 nm In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As layer grown on (001)-GaAs when the In molar fraction ($x$) increases from 8% in Figure 3(a) to 10% in Figure 3(b) and to 15% in Figures 3(c) and 3(d). The QDs on the surfaces of these samples can be grouped into two broad categories: those nucleated along the buried dislocation lines and those nucleated on the flat regions between the dislocations. For $x = 8\%$, Figure 3(a) shows that the majority QDs are dispersed randomly on the flat regions while the minority formed along the MD lines. The QDs along the MD lines are taller and more closely spaced. For $x = 10\%$, Figure 3(b) shows that the MD line density is greater than that observed in Figure 3(a) and that the proportion of QDs on the MD lines increases as a result. The increased MD line density results from the increased misfit. The greater the misfit the shorter the average dislocation spacing $l$. In the case of $x = 8\%$ in Figure 3(a), only [1-10] MD lines are observed and the average dislocation spacing $l_{[1-10]} \approx 5\mu m$. In the case of $x = 10\%$ in Figure 3(b), $l_{[1-10]} \approx 1.5\mu m$ while $l_{[110]} > 10\mu m$. In the high-misfit case of $x = 15\%$, the dislocation distribution is highly irregular. Some parts of the wafer show moderate MD density as seen in Figure 3(c) while other parts show high or very high density as seen in Figure 3(d). The stochastic nature of dislocation formation gives rise to this asymmetrical behavior, and we believe this particular characteristic is also present in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), although it is possible to tune the growth parameters to obtain dislocation spacing in one direction to be greater than the sample size in which case the surface pattern would not be a cross-hatch one but rather stripes. When the cross-hatch spacing is smaller than adatoms diffusion lengths on the surface, all adatoms will be driven towards the dislocation lines leaving the regions in between completely free of QDs. The denuded zones can be observed in Figures 3(c) and 3(d).

5. Conclusion

InAs QDs on InGaAs/GaAs are grown by MBE. Lattice-mismatched epitaxy results in the formation of QDs, CHPs, stripes, and smooth films in decreasing order of misfit. For low-misfit InGaAs/GaAs, the dislocation lines making up the CHPs are widely spaced, resulting in stripes or cross-hatch patterns. For intermediate-misfit InGaAs/GaAs, surface CHPs are characterized by narrowly spaced dislocation lines along the two orthogonal directions with a different line density. Subsequent growth of high-misfit InAs or InGaAs...
Figure 2: AFM images of 50 nm In$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$As films on (001)-GaAs during (a) early or (b) late stages of CHP formation. (a) Image size: 5 × 5 μm$^2$, height contrast: 0.79 nm, effective $x < 8\%$. (b) Image size: 10 × 10 μm$^2$, height contrast: 2.97 nm, $x = 15\%$.

Figure 3: AFM images (10 × 10 μm$^2$) of InAs QDs on In$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$As/GaAs surfaces with increasing lattice mismatch, or In molar fraction from (a) $x = 0.08$ to (b) 0.10 and (c) and (d) 0.15.
on stripes or CHP surfaces results in uni- or bidirectionally aligned QDs, respectively. The unidirectionally aligned QDs result in QD chains with electronic and optical coupling between dots. The bidirectionally aligned QDs result in QD matrices. With appropriate alloying of a transition element and careful control of average dislocation spacings, these QD matrices can exhibit spin coupling and may serve as a high-density DMS medium/read head.
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